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Contour error pre-compensation for 5-axis high speed machining:
off-line gain adjustment approach

Tan-Quang Duong · Pedro Rodriguez-Ayerbe · Sylvain Lavernhe ·
Christophe Tournier · Didier Dumur

Abstract This paper presents an Off-line Gain Adjustment
(OGA) approach to reduce contour error in 5-axis high speed
machining. The proposed contour error formulation is based
on the estimation of tool contact points and the OGA is in-
spired from the idea of Model Predictive Control (MPC).
The control gains used in the position loop of servo drives
are optimally adjusted off-line to reduce the contour error
for the considered trajectory. The obtained gain profiles are
computed preserving axis kinematic limitations, stability cri-
terion of servo drives and the motor current constraints. The
OGA is developed thanks to a validated machine simulator.
The simulation results prove that the OGA reduces signifi-
cantly the contour error in 5-axis high speed machining.

Keywords Contour error · CNC ·Off-line gain adjustment ·
Receding horizon ·Model predictive control

1 Introduction

5-axis high speed machining is replacing the traditional 3-
axis machining in sculpturing complex surfaces, such as im-
pellers, molds, or aeronautic parts, etc. To enhance the per-
formance of the process, computer processor, actuator and
feedrate planning techniques have been much improved.
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However, its control structure and strategy have undergone
less improvement. Each axis drive is controlled by Com-
puter Numerical Control (CNC) through a classical cascaded
structure, including position, velocity and current loops rang-
ing from outer to inner loops respectively. While the two
inner loops are controlled by the proportional - integral con-
trollers, the external position loop is controlled by the pro-
portional controller, combined with the feed forward action
for velocity and current loops [1].

The general motivation is that if the control action per-
forms really well, the finishing part will be very close to
the desired one. Consequently, the hand finishing and pol-
ishing steps after machining can be eliminated or at least
will require less efforts. Hence, the cutting quality, produc-
tivity, and economical benefit can obviously be achieved. To
reach the desired accuracy and quality of the machined sur-
faces, all digital stages or physical phenomena have to be
mastered. Digital chain covers CAD models for parts, 5 axis
tool path strategies and definitions [2], post-processor and
pre-processing issues [3], feedrate planning for real time in-
terpolation [4]. Then, axis dynamics, actual behaviour of the
machine tool geometry and cutting have to be considered
previously through various models (machine geometry de-
viations, tool deflection, surface topography, etc.) [5]. The
connection between the numerical part and the physical be-
haviour is made by the axis control ; it is therefore a critical
point in the process.
This study mainly focuses on the improvement of the axis
control stage, particularly the position controller of axis drive
in the NC machining process. Considering that machining
free-form surfaces is primarily concerned, there are many
reasons saying that with the above classical axis control, it
is difficult to obtain high contouring accuracy. On the one
hand, in high speed machining, the high cutting speed leads
to high feedrate. By interpolating such a feedrate, the re-
quired axis velocity, acceleration and jerk are also increased.
Thus, by following the free-form profile the machine tool
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axes may have high kinematic characteristics. On the other
hand, the classical axis control structure has a limited band-
width. Furthermore, machine tool contains uncertainty char-
acteristics and disturbances, such as variation in drive pa-
rameters due to the varying workpiece mass and lubrication
condition, coulomb friction and cutting force [6,7]. These
detrimental facts increase tracking error, and generate large
contour error, which is classically defined as the orthogonal
distance between the machined and desired profiles.

To reduce contour error, authors proposed advanced con-
trollers to minimize axis tracking errors, known as tracking
control, indirectly yielding the contour error reduction. Al-
tintas et al. [6] built a sliding mode controller to reduce the
tracking error of each axis in the presence of external distur-
bances such as friction and cutting force, indirectly decreas-
ing the contour error. Erkorkmaz et al. [7] used a pole place-
ment controller with disturbance cancellation in the feed-
back loop, in order to address the detrimental effects of fric-
tion, cutting forces, and drive parameter variations. More-
over, Dumur et al. proposed an axis drive predictive control
approach to deal with free-form machining in the context of
high speed machining [8]. The benefit of this philosophy is
that the idea is simple, as it is based on the axis tracking error
reduction to reduce the contour error. Moreover, the tracking
error is easily obtained during the control process thanks to
the measuring devices. However, it should be noted that the
decrease of tracking error, while it is still larger than zero,
may be less effective in reducing the contour error or can
even increase the contour error in some cases of multi-axis
machining [9].

Another philosophy for contour error reduction is con-
touring control, that is to directly decrease contour error in
machining process. This means that all axis tracking errors
and position responses are firstly collected and used to es-
timate the contour error and then the control signal of each
axis is modified appropriately by one of advanced contour-
ing control laws or controllers to reduce the contour error
[10,11]. A contouring control manner usually refers to two
sub-groups: contour error compensation in on-line process
and contour error pre-compensation in off-line process. In
this way, clearly, there are two main factors affecting the
contouring performance: (1) the precision of contour error
estimation and (2) contour error compensation technique.

For the on-line contour error compensation, the contour
error formulas need to be consistent with the computation
in real-time process. Koren et al. [10] proposed that con-
tour error is proportional to the tool tracking error in bi-
axial machining. Moreover, Chiu et al. [11], in dealing with
a feedback controller design, has proposed that some pro-
jections of the actual position tracking error in a moving
task coordinate frame can be used to approximate contour
error. In 5-axis machining, the influence of the actual tool
orientation on contour error must be taken into considera-

tion. Altintas et al. [12] developed two analytical models,
for both tool tip contour error and tool orientation contour
error, based on differential path geometry and the kinemat-
ics of the machine. Yang et al. [13] proposed that the con-
touring error components contributed by all axes drives are
estimated through interpolated position commands and the
generalized Jacobian function. Once the contour error is es-
timated on-line, the advanced on-line contouring controllers
can be developed. Koren et al. [10] proposed a Variable Cross
Couple Control (CCC) for compensating the contour error
on-line. Cheng et al. [14] proposed an integrated motion
control scheme combined with a fuzzy logic-based feedrate
regulator, which adjusts the value of the desired feedrate,
to reduce the contour error. Meanwhile, Khalick et al. [15]
added the real time estimated contour error into the opti-
mization problem of MPC, in yielding the contour error re-
duction. The benefit of the on-line contouring control is that
it can evaluate and control the real behavior of the machine
and the axis drive dynamic can be excited intelligently to
compensate for the contour error. The drawback is, however,
the computing load in real time, especially in 5-axis machin-
ing. Moreover, the advanced on-line contouring controllers
require modification of the classical control structure of the
commercial CNC. That may be inconvenient and costly for
machine tool manufacturers.

In contrast, the off-line contour error pre-compensation
technique is related to the contour error prediction thanks
to dynamic axis model. Then calibration efforts in the ma-
chine simulator are performed to pre-compensate the pre-
dicted contour error, before this error may occur in machin-
ing process. The idea of contour error prediction is based on
the availability of the programmed tool path and the simu-
lated one obtained from the dynamic model of the machine
axes [16,17]. Afterwards, the position or velocity setpoints
are usually modified to achieve the purpose. Khoshdarregi et
al. [18] proposed generating the shaping position commands
that suppress the residual vibration and compensate the re-
sulting contour error. Zhang et al. [19] modified the trajec-
tory commands in the FFW blocks, in pre-compensating the
contour error and respecting all axis kinematic constraints.
Yang et al. [16] used the idea of MPC to adjust the posi-
tion setpoints, preserving the axis velocity and acceleration
constraints. Furthermore, the contouring accuracy in corner
machining application is also improved based on this phi-
losophy in [17]. The advantage of this method is that the
computational load for contour error prediction and control
law is not a constraint anymore and the modified positions
is easily implemented by users in CNC. Furthermore, the
classical axis control structure is still kept unchanged in this
case. However, the performance of this method much de-
pends on the precision of the dynamic axis model.

The original idea of this study is to seek an optimal set
of variable control gains, based on a validated axis dynamic
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model in off-line process, that could appropriately excite the
axis drive dynamic and/or adaptively adjust the controller
behaviors to reduce the contour error during 5-axis machin-
ing process. It means that instead of using fixed control gains
in the position controller of CNC, variable gains will be
computed off-line and used in on-line process while pre-
serving the classical cascaded control structure with feed
forward actions.

In the literature, various methods are proposed to tune
PID control gains in servo system and CNC. Jaen-Cuellar
et al. [20] proposed a PID tuning approach by coupling the
gain phase margin method with the genetic algorithm, in im-
proving the response in servo system. Le Flohic et al. [21]
developed a model based tuning approach for PID control
gain of CNC, considering the dynamic behavior of the ma-
chine tool structure. However, to the best of the author’s
knowledge, almost all the existing gain tuning approaches
for CNC application consider tracking rather than contour-
ing performances. Moreover, they only serve for finding one
fixed PID control gain set, used for all of the different ma-
chining parts. These methods cannot obtain the high con-
touring accuracy in machining free-form surfaces. It is ob-
served by CNC users that axis drive tuning can be different
in function of the surface to machine. Thus, the goal of this
study is to optimize the axis control gains depending on the
geometry of the tool path, with the objective of contour error
reduction.

In the proposed approach, control gains are generated
off-line by solving an optimization problem, being subject
to constraints, including axis kinematic limitations, stability
criterion of servo drives and motor current limits. The off-
line execution is based on a non-linear axis model, in which
the disturbance coming from friction model is considered.
Another specificity is the use of “receding horizon” ap-
proach of Model Predictive Control (MPC) to solve the op-
timization problem for the whole trajectory. This proposed
approach, so-called Off-line Gain Adjustment (OGA), can
be used to reduce the contour error for multi-axis high speed
machining, either 3-axis or 5-axis machining. It is proposed
that the obtained optimal variable gains could be used in the
future commercial CNC. The only modification on the CNC
is the extended functions, that are the gain update at each
sampling time and the required memory to store the gain
values for the given trajectory. Thus, it could be easily im-
plemented by the CNC manufacturers. The general idea of
OGA is illustrated in Fig. 1.

The OGA is developed thanks to the non-linear axis model,
that is proposed by Susanu et al. [22], enhanced by Prévost
et al. [23] and validated by Beudaert et al. [24]. Therefore,
the chosen model, acting as a machine simulator, has a high
confidence in simulating the machining behavior. Prelimi-
nary results for 2-axis machining are presented in [25,26].
In the present paper, OGA is implemented for the global

Optimal 
variable gains

Reference trajectory (setpoint)

Offline Gain Adjustment
+ Use nonlinear axis model
+ Calculate/predict the contour error
+ Solve the contour error optimization
problem under constraints

Commercial CNC
with extended 
functions

Fig. 1 General idea of OGA approach

case, along with a new contour error estimation approach in
multi-axis machining. To the best of the author’s knowledge,
the usual estimated contour error approaches designate the
contour error as deviations between the actual tool location
point, tool orientation and the desired ones, to approximate
the effective cutting errors, known as under cut and/or over
cut. Another paradigm is proposed here, in which the con-
tour error derived from the estimated tool contact point is
used, as it is more accurate to approximate the effective cut-
ting errors, instead of using the tool location point.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
is dedicated to the OGA principle. Then, the OGA optimiza-
tion under constraints and its solution are presented in Sec-
tion 3. The machine simulator based results are discussed
in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions and perspectives are
given in Section 5.

2 OGA principle

2.1 Control structure

The control structure with specificity of OGA is illustrated
in Fig. 2, and explained as follows. r and s superscripts rep-
resent the reference and simulated values in view of the axis
model simulation, while m and w subscripts denote for the
articular (machine axis) and workpiece spaces respectively.
For simplicity, the velocity and current loops, motor and
friction model have been hidden. The study intention is to
modify the proportional and feed forward gains in the posi-
tion loop, denoted as KP

a and KF
a respectively, where a rep-

resents for both the three linear axes {Xm,Ym,Zm} and the
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Fig. 2 Proposed control structure with the specificity of OGA, e.g. the case of X axis is shown

two rotary axes {A,C} of a 5-axis machining center. The
torque feed forward action of the current loop is not consid-
ered in this work in order to highlight the effects of the ve-
locity feed forward control action and its modification based
on the OGA. The blocks s and 1/s are the Laplace domain
transfer functions for the derivative and integrator operations
respectively. Kc is a conversion factor from meter unit to ra-
dian unit. The unit of KP

a is [1/second], while KF
a is a con-

stant without unit.
The inputs of OGA are the axis position setpoints

(Xm,Ym,Zm,A,C)r and responses simulated by the non-linear
axis model (Xm,Ym,Zm,A,C)s. In OGA, firstly the Forward
Kinematic Transformation (FKT) problem is solved to ob-
tain the reference and simulated tool behaviors, respectively
denoted as (Cr

L,ur) and (Cs
L,us), in which CL (x,y,z) and

u(i, j,k) are in turn the tool location point and tool axis ori-
entation. The tool contact points and the contour error are
then estimated for the entire tool path. Finally, solving the
contour error optimization problem under constraints allows
to obtain the optimal variable gains (K̃P

X and K̃F
X ) at the out-

put of OGA. The gains are afterwards used to update the
control gains in the position loop of axis drive.

2.2 Contour error estimation

As shown in Fig. 3.a, CAM firstly generates a programmed
tool path, characterized by a set of (Cr

L,ur). A series of Cr
L

represents the reference CL path. If the tool follows exactly
such a programmed tool path, it will sculpture the workpiece
to obtain the desired machining profile, that approximates
the nominal surface with the allowable geometrical errors,
e.g. machining tolerance. This desired machining profile can
be illustrated as the reference CC path, represented by a set
of reference tool contact points Cr

C. At each contact point, f,
n and t = f×n represent the unit feed, surface normal and
transverse vectors, respectively.

The above programmed tool path is interpreted into NC
code, that is then fed into the CNC. Through the simulations
and calculations proposed in Fig. 2, the corresponding sim-
ulated tool positioning (Cs

L,us), is obtained. Similarly, other
notations can be defined, including the simulated tool con-
tact point Cs

C, the simulated CL and CC paths, as illustrated
in Fig. 3.b.

In fact, (Cs
L,us) is lagged behind (Cr

L,ur). This is due
to the limited bandwidth of the axis drives and the non-
linear characteristics, such as friction or cutting forces. Such
a lagged distance is the tool tracking error, et , defined as:

et = ‖Cr
L−Cs

L‖ (1)

In 5-axis machining, there are usually three kinds of errors
referring to the precision of tool path displacement:

– the tool tip contour error is represented by the orthogonal
distance (distance⊥) between Cs

L and the reference CL
path, denoted as εL in Fig. 3.b and defined as:

εL = distance⊥ (Cs
L,Reference CL path) (2)

– the tool orientation contour error is represented by the
deviation of the tool orientation, denoted as εu in Fig.
3.c and given by:

εu = angle(us,ur) (3)

– the effective cutting error, is defined by the orthogonal
distance between Cs

C and the reference CC path, denoted
as εC in Fig. 3.b and 3.c, provided as:

εC = distance⊥ (Cs
C,Reference CC path) (4)

Note that εC is the most important error in the above three
errors, as it refers directly to the quality of surface finishing,
e.g. over or under cuts.

In the literature, authors [12,13] defined contour error
models as εL and εu, assuming that when they exist, εC ex-
ists as well, as illustrated in Fig. 3.b and 3.c. The advantage
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L
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CC
r
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rReference CL path 

a)

Reference CC path 

Fig. 3 Contour error definition

of this is that εL and εu can be determined thanks to the avail-
ability of (CL,u). In contrast, εC is hardly accessible due to
the lack of CC information at the control stage.
Reducing to zero simultaneously εL and εu requires a lot of
effort to minimize εC. However, as seen in Fig. 3.d, even if
both εL and εu are non-null, the effective cutting error εC
may be null. The advantage of such a way to manage the
actual tool positioning is to relax constraints and enlarge the
possibilities of the axes and the control to reach the required
accuracy on the machined surface.
Therefore, one of the motivations of this study is to improve
the contouring performance by controlling directly the posi-
tion of tool contact CC and defining the contour error as εC.

θt

θn

Rr

CC

CL

t

n

u

f

Fig. 4 Tool positioning parameters

To do this, it is necessary to estimate the tool contact point
CC.

Taking the case of toric tool in Fig. 4 as an example, CC
is obtained as [27]:

CC = CL− r (n−u)−R
u∧n
‖u∧n‖

∧u (5)

where R, r are the large and small radius of the toric tool.
From Eq. (5), the estimation of n is the key step to determine
CC. This paper considers the case in which n is calculated
through the estimation of f.

In CAM process, tilt angle θt and yaw angle θn represent
the angles ∠(u,n) and ∠(u− (u.n)n, f) respectively, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 4. In the case θt 6= 0 and θn = 0, the unique
relation between n, u and f is given by:

n =
f∧u
‖f∧u‖

∧ f

To estimate f, the following assumptions are made:

– the tool diameter is much smaller than the trajectory cur-
vature;

– if present, the change of θt angle is quite low along the
path, e.g. θ̇t is as small as several micro-degrees/second.

As a result, the unit feed vector f at CC is approximated to
the unit tangential vector as a function of tool displacement
at CL. The latter is calculated by the first derivative of CL as
a function of the tool displacement s. Finally, f is estimated
by:

f =
dCL

ds
(6)

where the tool displacement at the k instant, denoted as sk,
is defined as:

sk =
k

∑
i=1
‖Cr,i

L −Cr,i−1
L ‖

Once f is estimated by Eq. (6), CC and εC are then cal-
culated by Eq. (5) and Eq. (4), respectively.
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CC path
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YZ
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Fig. 5 Definition of contour error within prediction horizon hk

2.3 Gain modification influence on the contour error

Basically, when OGA adjusts the proportional gain of the
position controller KP

a , it leads to adjust the dynamic of axis
drives [28]. While if OGA adjusts the feed forward gain of
the position controller KF

a , it modifies the impact of feed for-
ward action on the velocity loop [29]. As a result, the axis
tracking errors are changed. Then, the amplitude and direc-
tion of the tool tracking error, et in Eq. (1), and the result-
ing tangential feedrate vector f are consequently modified.
Therefore, it can be said that the gain adjustments in OGA
can finally modify the tangential feedrate vector so that the
actual tool contact point can approach the reference CC path,
in order to remove or reduce the contour error εC.

3 OGA optimization

The OGA optimization, as illustrated in Fig. 5, consists of
three main steps:

– Define a prediction horizon hk, covering the future tool
contact points from k+1 to k+Nk instant;

– Predict contour error εC over the horizon hk based on the
simulation model; and

– Tune KP and KF which minimizes the contour error εC
over the horizon, respecting constraints, via receding hori-
zon way.

The mathematical presentation of the above steps is given
below.

3.1 Optimization problem

Assume that from the beginning to the instant k, the con-
trol gain values, the reference and simulated values of the
axes motions and the tool behaviors are known. The objec-
tive is to find out the optimal future values of the control
gains from the instant k+1 to the instant k+Nk so that the
future contour errors are minimized, over the horizon hk.

A matrix containing all reference position setpoints over
the horizon hk, Sr, is defined as follows:

Sr =


X r,k+1

m Y r,k+1
m Zr,k+1

m Ar,k+1 Cr,k+1

X r,k+2
m Y r,k+2

m Zr,k+2
m Ar,k+2 Cr,k+2

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
X r,k+Nk

m Y r,k+Nk
m Zr,k+Nk

m Ar,k+Nk
Cr,k+Nk

 (7)

Assume that within such a horizon, the values of KP
a and KF

a
for all axes are given by the matrix KP and KF respectively,
defined as:

KP =


KP,k+1

X KP,k+1
Y · · · KP,k+1

A KP,k+1
C

KP,k+2
X KP,k+2

Y · · · KP,k+2
A KP,k+2

C

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
KP,k+Nk

X KP,k+Nk

Y · · · KP,k+Nk

A KP,k+Nk

C



KF =


KF,k+1

X KF,k+1
Y · · · KF,k+1

A KF,k+1
C

KF,k+2
X KF,k+2

Y · · · KF,k+2
A KF,k+2

C

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
KF,k+Nk

X KF,k+Nk

Y · · · KF,k+Nk

A KF,k+Nk

C


(8)

The variation amounts of the above gains of the axis a, in
the considered horizon, are denoted as δKP

a and δKF
a , and

defined in Eq. (9). Note that KP,k
a and KF,k

a are known at the
k instant.

δKP
a =


KP,k+1

a −KP,k
a

KP,k+2
a −KP,k+1

a

· · ·
KP,k+Nk

a −KP,k+Nk−1
a



δKF
a =


KF,k+1

a −KF,k
a

KF,k+2
a −KF,k+1

a

· · ·
KF,k+Nk

a −KF,k+Nk−1
a


(9)

To simulate the tool movement from the k+1 to k+Nk

instant over the horizon hk, each row of Sr in Eq. (7), KP

and KF in Eq. (8) are simultaneously sent to the machine
simulator. It generates the simulated axis positions Ss:

Ss =


X s,k+1

m Y s,k+1
m Zs,k+1

m As,k+1 Cs,k+1

X s,k+2
m Y s,k+2

m Zs,k+2
m As,k+2 Cs,k+2

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
X s,k+Nk

m Y s,k+Nk
m Zs,k+Nk

m As,k+Nk
Cs,k+Nk

 (10)

From Eq. (10), solving the FKT problem allows to obtain a
vector representing the predicted tool location and orienta-
tion Ps:

Ps =
[
Ps,k+1

w ,Ps,k+2
w , ...,Ps,k+Nk

w

]
(11)

where Ps,k+1
w represents for (Cs,k+1

L ,us,k+1).
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According to the assumptions in Section 2.2 and Eq.
(11), a vector containing the predicted tool contact points,
Cs

C, is obtained as follows:

Cs
C =

[
Cs,k+1

C ,Cs,k+2
C , ...,Cs,k+Nk

C

]
(12)

The contour error is then calculated by the orthogonal
distance from each element of Cs

C to the reference CC path.
To do this, a vector containing a set of the reference tool
contact points, denoted as Cr

C, is employed. As it can be no-
ticed, all of the simulated tool contact points from Cs,k+1

C to

Cs,k+Nk

C are lagged behind their reference ones, from Cr,k+1
C

to Cr,k+Nk

C , due to the inherent tool tracking error. Therefore,
the size of Cr

C must be greater than that of Cs
C to ensure that

the contour error can always be calculated. Consequently,
Cr

C is proposed as follows:

Cr
C =

[
Cr,k−Nb

C ,Cr,k−Nb+1
C , ...,Cr,k+Nk

C

]
(13)

in which 0≤ Nb ≤ k−1. If Nb = k−1, the first element of
vector Cr

C is always Cr,1
C , the contour error can always be

calculated, however it induces a larger computation burden.
This is because the size of Cr

C will be increased when k in-
creases. To overcome such an inconvenience, depending on
the dynamic response of the axis drive, Nb can be chosen as
a specific value to reduce the size of Cr

C and so reduce the
computation time.

From Eq. (4), Eq. (12) and Eq. (13), the predicted con-
tour error values over the horizon hk are calculated and rep-
resented by EC as follows:

EC =
[
ε

k+1
C ,εk+2

C , ...,εk+Nk

C

]
(14)

From Eq. (14), the cost function, J, is proposed as:

J = EC (EC)
T (15)

From Eq. (15), the optimization problem of OGA is for-
mulated by:[
K̃P,K̃F]= argmin(J) (16)

where K̃P and K̃F are the optimal values of KP and KF in
Eq. (8).

The optimization problem in Eq. (16) is subject to con-
straints, that are discussed below.

3.2 Constraints

In order to assure machine kinematic limitations, stability
and feasibility, the optimization of OGA in Eq. (16) is sub-
ject to the three following constraints.

Stability criterion. To satisfy the stability criterion of the
servo drives, it is proposed that the variable values of pro-
portional gain in the position controller, generated by OGA,
respect the limitations of phase margin and gain margin of
the position open loop of the axis drive [30], as given below:

{
Gain margin ≥ 15 (dB)

Phase margin ≥ 70 (Deg)
(17)

in order to guarantee sufficient damping of the position tra-
jectories, thus reducing contour errors.

Axis kinematic limitations. The second constraint refers to
the axis kinematic limitations of each machining center. They
are the axis velocity, acceleration and jerk limitations, de-
noted by V max

a , Amax
a , and Jmax

a respectively:
−V max

a ≤V s,i
a ≤V max

a

−Amax
a ≤ As,i

a ≤ Amax
a

−Jmax
a ≤ Js,i

a ≤ Jmax
a

with k+1≤ i≤ k+Nk (18)

where V s,i
a for example are the predicted velocity values of

the axis a from the k+1 to k+Nk instant.

Motor current limitations. To maintain a good behavior of
the machine the motor current Ii

a and its increment ∆ Ii
a =

Ii
a− Ii−1

a are constrained during the prediction horizon:{
Ik
a ≤ Imax

a∣∣∆ Ik
a
∣∣≤ ∆ Imax

a
with k+1≤ i≤ k+Nk (19)

This constraint considers the sampling time of the current
loop, smaller than the sampling time of the position loop, to
avoid current high changes during a position loop sampling
time. The constraint is verified in the machine simulator re-
sults. During the optimization procedure, for each evaluated
gain the constraint is tested, and the gain is discarded if the
constraint is not verified.

3.3 Receding horizon based optimization solving technique

To solve the OGA optimization in the whole trajectory, the
receding horizon is used as in the MPC to find the optimal
gains for the whole horizon hk at the k instant but only the
first optimal gain of the horizon is kept for the instant k+1,
as illustrated in Fig. 6.a and 6.b. Then the horizon is re-
ceded to the instant k+ 1 and the optimization is repeated,
as shown in Fig. 6.c. The method of receding horizon allows
to apply the OGA optimization for the whole trajectory. The
use of MPC comes by the fact that non-linear simulators of
the machine are available. This control technique considers
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a
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Tuning casesδa

Optimal gains
Chosen optimal gain

Fig. 6 Solving the OGA optimization: a) Horizon length; b) Tuning
the constant gains; c) Receding horizon with overlap

a model to predict the behaviour of the process. This predic-
tion is used to obtain the input of the process by minimiza-
tion of a criterion, such as the error between the desired tra-
jectory and the predicted one [31,32]. This strategy is used
here thanks to a validated machine simulator. The control
gains are in this case the considered inputs modifying the be-
haviour of the machine, and the nonlinear simulator is used
as the model of the process.

In Fig. 6 b, during the prediction horizon hk, the gain can
take different values for each sampling time. In order to sim-
plify the optimization problem and as receding horizon is
used, it is proposed that the gain is kept constant during the
prediction horizon. Moreover, if OGA is performed within
an unlimited gain range, the computation burden turns to be
too high. To tackle this, OGA should be performed within
one limited range for each control gain, given by:

Kmin
a ≤ Kk

a ≤ Kmax
a (20)

It is proposed that this admissible gain range is defined
in advance in the way that the classical axis control can use
any fixed gain values in this range without violating any con-
straints in Eq. (17), Eq. (18), and Eq. (19).

Assume that δKa, representing for either δKP
a or δKF

a in
Eq. (9), is the gain modifications within the horizon hk, and
is obtained by:

δKa =


Kk+1

a −Kk
a

Kk+2
a −Kk+1

a
· · ·
Kk+Nk

a −Kk+Nk−1
a

=


δa
0
· · ·
0

 (21)

The meaning of Eq. (21) is that setting δa as positive,
zero and negative values allows to obtain the tuning cases il-
lustrated in Fig. 6 b. Solving the OGA optimization problem
with this method consists in tuning δa in Eq. (21) within the
admissible gain ranges in Eq. (20). Then, by checking all of

the possibilities of KP and KF in Eq. (8) by means of the
machine simulator, the optimal variable gains minimizing
Eq. (15) are found, fulfilling all of the constraints.

4 Machine simulator based OGA results

To validate the OGA approach, virtual machine based simu-
lations are performed. Firstly, Fig. 7.a shows the desired part
and its 5-axis milling simulation.

1

2

0.5

1.5

Feedrate
(m/min)

20 mm

100 mm
60 mm

a) b)

Y

X

Z

Fig. 7 a) Desired part b) Desired feedrate cartography

The programmed tool path is generated by a CAM soft-
ware, with the configuration given in Table 1.

Table 1 Configuration in CAM process

Parameters Value Unit

Yaw angle 0 degree
Tilt angle 5 degree
Hemispheric tool: radius 5 mm
Machining tolerance 1×10−4 mm
Machining strategy parallel plane (YZ)

Fig. 8.a shows the programmed tool path, the estimated
vectors f, n and the estimated CC path. In Fig. 8.b, the es-
timated θt values accurately approximate the programmed
value, with an error of less than 1.10−4 degrees. Therefore,
the approximation of vector n has a high confidence, leading
to the high precision of the estimated CC and εC.

The feedrate planning, shown in Fig. 7.b, is executed by
VPOp algorithm [33], with 6 ms Bspline interpolation and
the programmed feedrate of 3 m/min. Without loss of gener-
ality in the 5-axis machining and for the simplicity purpose,
this example requires two linear axes Y,Z and one rotary axis
A, whose kinematic performances of the 5-axis machine tool
used are given in Table 2.

Considering the constraints in Section 3.2, the admissi-
ble range for KP and KF defined in Eq. (20), as well as the
best fixed gains for contour following, KP∗ and KF∗, are ob-
tained in Table 3. These best fixed gains have been obtained
by testing all combinations of KP and KF in the admissible
range with a grid step of 0.1 m/min/mm or rad/min/mrad for
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Fig. 8 a) Illustrations of the programmed tool path, the estimated CC path and the estimated vectors; b) Estimated θt

KP and 0.01 for KF . Other configurations of OGA parame-
ters are pre-defined as follows:

– Horizon length: Nk = 25 (sampling instants)
– Choosing δ0 = 0.001 and tuning δa from Eq. (21) within

5 cases {−2δ0,−δ0,0,δ0,2δ0}
– From (19), ∆ Imax

a is chosen to be equal to k0 = 2% of the
nominal motor current values [34]

Table 4 highlights the results of OGA in the use cases,
mentioned below:

– REF: Reference case with classical control using the best
fixed gains

– Case 1: OGA for tuning only KP

– Case 2: OGA for tuning only KF

– Case 3: OGA for tuning both KP and KF

Contouring accuracy is evaluated through the mean of con-
tour error. Overall, the OGA has reduced the contour error
much more than the classical control using the best fixed

Table 2 Axis kinematic constraints of Mikron UCP 710 machine

Y Z A

V max(m/min− rpm) 30 30 15
Amax(m/s2− rad/s2) 3 2.1 0.83×2π

Jmax(m/s3− rad/s3) 5 50 5×2π

Table 3 Admissible gain ranges for KP, KF ; and the best fixed gain
values KP∗, KF∗

Unit Y Z A

KP m/min/mm [0.9 : 3.4] [0.9 : 2.7] [0.9 : 2.7]
rad/min/mrad

KF - [0 : 1.08] [0 : 1.95] [0 : 1.52]
KP∗ m/min/mm 1.2 1.8 1

rad/min/mrad
KF∗ - 0.9 0.8 0.9

gains. It can be seen that the best performances of OGA in
Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3 can respectively reduce around
70%, 95% and 98% the contour error of the reference case
REF. Case 2 takes the same computation time as Case 1,
but the former reduces around 83% the contour error of the
latter. Meanwhile, the contouring accuracy of Case 3 is im-
proved around 66% compared with Case 2, but the former
takes 7 times longer to finish the computation than the latter.
In fact, the simulation can be speeded up by:

– reducing the number of tuning cases of δa from Eq. (21)
or reducing the horizon length Nk,

– increasing the receding step size to several samples, or
up to half of the horizon length.

This speed reduction would reduce the compensation effect.
These parameters can be used to adapt the proposed ap-
proach in function of the considered trajectory, the available
calculation capacity and the desired compensation effect.

For simplicity, OGA (Case 3) is shown in detail, in which
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the resulting variable gains and their
effects on axis kinematic and motor current responses re-
spectively. Axis velocities and accelerations are not much
modified. Jerk variations are higher than in the reference
case, but still respect the corresponding limits. The achieved
variable gains of Y and A axes contribute more in the OGA

Table 4 Comparison between OGA and the reference case

ε̄ (µm) Improvement Computing time

REF 14.4 - -
Case 1 4.2 70.83 % REF ' 6.5 h
Case 2 0.68 95.28 % REF ' 6.5 h

83.81 % Case 1
Case 3 0.23 98.40 % REF ' 45.5 h

66.18 % Case 2 (' 1.89 days)
67.14 % Case 3
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(Case 3) than that of Z axis. No major change is observed
for current evolutions in all of the three axes.

Fig. 11 highlights that the adjustment of the control gains
has changed the feedrate, tool tracking error and contour er-
ror. While the contour error is much reduced by OGA, the
resulting tool tracking error of OGA is sometimes increased
as compared with REF. This confirms the fact that a zero
contour error can be obtained even if the tool tracking error
still exists. The zoomed views prove that OGA makes the
tool displacement very accurate over the peak of the convex
curve zone, which is one of the critical regions in machining
the free-form trajectory.

Fig. 12.a shows that OGA causes much less contour er-
ror marks on the surface finishing than the reference case.
Fig. 12.b indicates that the contour error of the reference
case REF mainly ranges from 0.5 to 50 µm. While, OGA
(Case 3) have a centered normal distribution of contour er-
ror ranging from -0.5 to 0.5 µm.

Furthermore, the comparison of 3D contour error pre-
sentation of OGA between Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3 is
shown in Fig. 13. From Case 1 to Case 3, the contour er-
ror marks on the simulated machining surface of the part are
remarkably reduced.

5 Conclusions and perspectives

A new approach OGA has been proposed in this paper. Its
objective is to improve the contouring accuracy in machin-
ing free-form part in the context of multi-axis high speed
machining, based on the means of an off-line process. Its
main strategy is to exploit all possibilities of the classical
control structure of axis drive, proposing the elementary base
of a method that could be considered for an implementation
in a commercial CNC. Inspiring from the motivations, the
main contributions of this paper are summarized below.

Simulation results based on a validated machining simu-
lator proved that the OGA reduces significantly the contour
error in all cases of study, as compared with the classical
control structure using the best fixed gains for contour fol-
lowing. Furthermore, it can be concluded that if the compu-
tation burden is less critical or overcome within the off-line
execution phase, tuning both KP and KF is the best choice
for the contouring accuracy. If not only a high contouring
accuracy but also a short computation time are needed, then
is preferably to tune only KF . The main contribution of this
study is the formulation of an off-line gain adjustment method
for improving the contouring accuracy of a general 5-axis
machining case, being subject to the axis kinematic con-
straints, the stability criterion of servo drive, and the limits
of motor current; and naturally considering the geometrical
effects of a free-form machining profile. Another contribu-
tion is related to the contour error formulation in 5-axis point

milling with a toric tool, based on εC, using the proposed es-
timation approach for the tool contact points CC.

In perspective, the OGA will consider more non-linear
characteristics and disturbances effects, e.g. machine flex-
ibilities, into the optimization problem under constraints of
OGA. In addition, other techniques of optimization, e.g. heuris-
tic method or genetic algorithm, etc, should be examined.
The objective is to reduce the computation burden in solving
the OGA optimization problem and to produce more optimal
control gains for the contour error reduction. Analysis of ob-
tained gain variation profiles is expected to eliminate or re-
duce the optimization stage. Moreover, optimization results
of similar trajectories would be used to deduce gain modifi-
cation profiles in function of trajectories. Last but not least,
the experimental tests of OGA are expected to be performed
in the framework of an OPEN CNC.
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Fig. 11 Impact of variable gains of OGA (Case 3) on the resulting feedrate, tool tracking error and contour error
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Fig. 12 a) Contour error in 3D representation on the part; b) Contour error histogram
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